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PURPOSE. To investigate how cataract-linked mutations affect the gradient refractive index
(GRIN) and lens opacification in mouse lenses and whether there is any effect on the
optics of the lens from treatment with an oxysterol compound.

METHODS. A total of 35 mice including wild-type and knock-in mutants (Cryaa-R49C and
Cryab-R120G) were used in these experiments: 26 mice were treated with topical VP1-
001, an oxysterol, in one eye and vehicle in the other, and nine mice were untreated
controls. Slit lamp biomicroscopy was used to analyze the lens in live animals and to
provide apparent cataract grades. Refractive index in the lenses of 64 unfixed whole
mouse eyes was calculated from measurements with X-ray phase tomography based on
X-ray Talbot interferometry with a synchrotron radiation source.

RESULTS. Heterozygous Cryaa-R49C lenses had slightly irregularly shaped contours in
the center of the GRIN and distinct disturbances of the gradient index at the anterior
and posterior poles. Contours near the lens surface were denser in homozygous Cryab-
R120G lenses. Treatment with topical VP1-001, an oxysterol, showed an improvement
in refractive index profiles in 61% of lenses and this was supported by a reduction in
apparent lens opacity grade by 1.0 in 46% of live mice.

CONCLUSIONS. These results indicate that α-crystallin mutations alter the refractive index
gradient of mouse lenses in distinct ways and suggest that topical treatment with VP1-
001 may improve lens transparency and refractive index contours in some lenses with
mutations.
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The crystallin family of proteins is essential for lens trans-
parency, and altered short-range interactions of crys-

tallins are thought to be responsible for cataract-associated
light scattering.1 Distributions and classes of crystallin
proteins in the lens have been linked to the gradient of
refractive index (GRIN) profile and refractive index magni-
tude.2 A high concentration of crystallin proteins provides
transparency and creates the unique GRIN profile within the
lens that is needed to provide the high level of image qual-
ity required for vision.1 Because the lens has limited capac-
ity for new protein synthesis, crystallins must remain solu-
ble and stable for decades1, a remarkable feature facilitated
in part by the chaperone α-crystallin, which helps main-
tain protein stability and preserve lens transparency.3,4 It has
been shown that α-crystallin accounts for nearly 50% of the
protein mass in human lenses and is known to interact with
non-native proteins to prevent their irreversible aggrega-
tion and insolubilization in vitro.5 In mammalian lenses, αA-

and αB-crystallin are present as dynamic hetero-oligomers
in a 3:1 ratio. The active form of αB-crystallin consists
of dimers and larger oligomers4 that prevent substrate
proteins from aggregating via numerous non-specific and
low-affinity amphipathic interactions.6,7 Mutations or post-
translational modifications leading to structural or func-
tional alterations in αA- or αB-crystallin (Cryaa and Cryab)
are associated with aggregation8 and early-onset heredi-
tary cataracts9–11; mutants Cryaa-R49C and Cryab-R120G are
associated with aggregation in vitro and early-onset cataracts
in humans.9,12–14 The R120G mutation, which occurs at
a conserved position of αB-crystallin, alters the aggrega-
tion behavior of the protein by disrupting its two native
salt bridges, which normally contribute to the dimeriza-
tion of two αB-crystallin protomers across an antiparallel
β-sheet interface.4 Repeating units of αB-crystallin dimers
typically assemble into larger oligomers, but R120G disrupts
the overall assembly and function of the chaperone.4 We
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previously showed that the lenses of Cryab-R120G knock-
in mice contain a greater proportion of insoluble, aggre-
gated αB-crystallin and develop opacities at an early age
compared with wild-type (WT) mice.15 In addition, Cryab-
R120G oligomers in solution had a two- to threefold higher
average molecular mass than WT αB-crystallin. Similar
to Cryab-R120G, Cryaa-R49C knock-in mice develop lens
opacity at an early age and exhibit a smaller proportion
of water-soluble αA-crystallin compared with WT mice.13

Importantly, these mutations impair the chaperone functions
of crystallins.14,16 Interactions with client proteins, such as
vimentin, are increased for Cryab-R120G compared with WT
crystallins in epithelial and fiber cells of mouse lenses.15

Thus, in addition to aging of the lens, Cryab-R120G can
promote aggregate formation that leads to lens opacification
and cataract.15,17,18

Several mutations in crystallin genes have been shown
to lead to opacification in human lenses and contribute
to crystallin aggregation and insolubilization.13–15,19 Given
that these mutations cause cataract, there are likely to be
alterations in the refractive index profile of mutant lenses
compared with those of WT lenses.20

Numerous techniques can be used to measure the GRIN
of eye lenses, including those that require tissue slicing21,22

to more noninvasive approaches, such as ray tracing23,24 and
fiberoptic sensing.25,26 Refractive index has also been esti-
mated from free water detected magnetic resonance imag-
ing,27–29 but this does not consider protein-bound water,
which also contributes to refractive index, nor the fact
that proportions of free and bound water change with
age.30 Ideally, refractive index should be measured on whole
lenses in any given plane and with a level of accuracy that
can detect physiologically relevant fluctuations or irregu-
larities. Conventional X-ray microtomography can quantify
sample density but does not distinguish soft tissue struc-
tures within the eye. X-ray phase tomography, based on
X-ray Talbot interferometry, using a synchrotron radiation
source is a recent advancement that allows such measure-
ments to be obtained from intact lenses in any plane31

and has yielded the most detailed three-dimensional GRIN
profiles to date.32,33 The technique can be used to measure
the GRIN and can also detect any disturbances to its form
in cataractous lenses because X-rays, unlike visible light,
can penetrate opacities.34 The X-ray Talbot grating inter-
ferometer, which takes advantage of Moiré fringes gener-
ated by phase and absorbance gratings, is superior to
other X-ray interferometers, such as the Bonse-Hart instru-
ment, in simplicity of its configuration and in the robust-
ness of phase measurement. This makes it ideal for inves-
tigating refractive index and protein density distributions
across the murine lens.35 Measurements obtained using
this method in the human lens suggest that the refractive
index gradient is not smooth but rather exhibits distinct
irregularities and fluctuations32,33: characteristics that have
been suggested from an earlier study of African cichlid fish
lenses.36

The aim of the study was to investigate whether X-ray
phase tomography could distinguish subtle changes in GRIN
profiles, in mutant mouse lenses, that were not found previ-
ously using other methods and whether this technique could
also detect the effects of an oxysterol that had been reported
to restore transparency in cataractous lenses.37 Our results
indicate that minor discontinuities or fluctuations in the
index profile, which may have biological significance, can
be reliably detected using this method. Improvements in the

optics of the lens as evidenced from measurements of the
GRIN profile and supported by results from slit-lamp images,
were seen in some lenses that had been treated with oxys-
terol compared to lenses from the same mouse that had not
received this treatment.

METHODS

Animals

Experiments were conducted on C57BL/6J mice, a strain
with mutations that cause cataract development: a knock-in
mutation of αB-crystallin (Cryab-R120G) or of αA-crystallin
(Cryaa-R49C).12,13 All animal procedures adhered to the
ARVO Statement for Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and
Vision Research. All animal procedures were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Wash-
ington University in St. Louis (St. Louis, MO, USA). The
Mouse Genetics Core at Washington University was respon-
sible for housing, care, breeding, and genotyping of mice.
Single nucleotide polymorphism services from DartMouse
(Dartmouth Geisel School of Medicine, Lebanon, NY, USA)
previously converted these mice to a C57BL/6J background
using speed congenics.38 These mice do not carry the CP49
mutation; thus cataracts in these mice are unlikely to be due
to the CP49 mutation present in the 129Sv strain.

Treatment With VP1-001

A total of 35 mice (12 male and 23 female mice, 6 to 24
months old) were used for these studies: 26 mice were
treated with vehicle (8% cyclodextrin) in the left eye and
2 mM VP1-001, also known as compound 29 and 25-
hydroxycholesterol,37,39 (in 8% cyclodextrin) in the right eye
each administered as a single drop onto the ocular surface,
three times per week for two weeks for a total of seven treat-
ments.39 The vehicle used for this study was prepared in ster-
ile phosphate buffered saline solution. An additional nine
mice were untreated (i.e., no vehicle or VP1-001 administra-
tion) for separate control experiments. WT (C57BL/6J) (255–
738 days old, 13 mice), heterozygous Cryab-R120G (402
days old, three mice), homozygous Cryab-R120G (185–260
days old, 13 mice), and heterozygous Cryaa-R49C (186–416
days old, six mice) mice were used (Supplementary Files,
Supplementary Table S1). Homozygous Cryaa-R49C mice
develop severe cataracts and small eyes at birth9 and were
not investigated in this study. The heterozygous Cryaa-R49C
mice develop lens opacities with no other ocular pheno-
type; 20% of the Cryab-R120G-Het and Cryab-R120G-Hom
mice have a small eye and lens, and 5% of Cryab-R120G-Het
mice and 16% of Cryab-R120G-Hom mice develop corneal
abnormalities.15 No samples used in this study had a corneal
opacity or reduced eye or lens size. The knock-in mice we
investigated start to develop cataracts at approximately three
weeks of age, and these become progressively worse as the
animal ages.15,40 Thus these mice serve as a reliable model
for human age-related cataracts that take decades to develop
and may provide a better understanding of cataracts in fami-
lies who are heterozygous for the autosomal dominant muta-
tions Cryaa-R49C or Cryab-R120G.41,42

Slit Lamp Biomicroscopy

Nonanesthetized mice were analyzed by slit lamp biomi-
croscopy using a Topcon instrument (model BG-2GN, serial
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number 941752; Topcon, Oakland, NJ, USA).39 Pupils were
dilated before lens examination using 1% USP tropicamide
ophthalmic solution and 10% USP phenylephrine hydrochlo-
ride solution.39 The slit length was 14 mm and slit width
was between 1 and 2 mm; these settings were kept constant
for all eyes examined. Images were captured at magnifica-
tion ×40, and the slit was placed orthogonal to the mouse
eye for optimal viewing of the lens.39 Apparent cataract
grades were determined in the vehicle- and VP1-001–
treated eyes. After slit lamp analysis, mice were euthanized
by CO2 inhalation consistent with the 2013 AVMA guide-
lines. Unfixed whole eyes in minimum essential medium
with penicillin and streptomycin antibiotics collected
from WT, Cryab-R120G, and Cryaa-R49C mice were
shipped to Japan (SPring-8) for X-ray phase tomographic
analysis.

X-Ray Phase Tomography Using X-Ray Talbot
Grating Interferometer

Optical parameters of the ocular samples were analyzed
using X-ray phase tomography based on the X-ray Talbot
interferometry at beamline BL20B2 in SPring-8.32–35,43 The
X-ray beam was fine-tuned to 25 keV by a Si(111) double-
crystal monochromator and passed through two transmis-
sion gratings, phase grating (G1) made of Ni and absorp-
tion grating (G2) made of Au, with respective pattern thick-
nesses of 4.35 μm and 110 μm, a pitch of 4.8 μm, and a
pattern size area of 50 × 50 mm2. Moiré fringe patterns
generated by passage of the X-ray beam through the sample,
G1, and G2 were detected by a visible-light conversion
type X-ray imaging detector. Final visible-light images were
detected by a scientific CMOS camera (ORCA Flash 4.0;
Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). The effective
pixel size was 12.7 μm or 15.4 μm. Samples were fixed on
a rotator for the collection of 900 projection images per
sample, during which G2 was shifted relative to G1 with
a Piezo stage for phase retrieval using a five-step fringe-
scan method. Final phase images were generated by inte-
gration of the differential phase images. The total measure-
ment time for each lens was 50 minutes. In the tomographic
reconstruction, a filtered back projection method was
used.

Calculating Refractive Index

Protein concentrations of the samples were determined
using phase shift values obtained from the tomographic
reconstruction.32,44 The experimentally obtained phase
shift values were calibrated with standards of known
density. A refractive increment applicable to proteins
(0.18 mL/g) was used to calculate the refractive index
of each lens, which positively correlates to protein
concentration.32,43,44

Data Analysis

MatLab version 2020a (Natick, MA, USA) was used for
post-processing data analysis, while a custom-developed
code that reconstructs X-ray phase tomographic three-
dimensional data was used to generate two-dimensional
contour and three-dimensional mesh images of the mid
cross-sectional planes in the sagittal direction of all

measured murine lenses. An increment of 0.01 in refractive
index was selected to distinguish between contours.

RESULTS

Structural Characteristics of WT and Crystallin
Mutant Mouse Lenses

The lenses of in vivo mice were examined by slit lamp
biomicroscopy from which gradings of cataracts were made
as shown in Figure 1. These gradings were not quantified
by densitometric analysis and hence are apparent gradings.
Three WT lenses of different ages: 255 days, 493 days, and
738 days have different degrees of opacification, with the
highest opacity grading of 4 found in the 493-day-old lens.
This WT lens is compared to three sets of mutant lenses
that were closest in age to this WT lens. The Cryaa-R49C
lenses, which were 416 days of age, had lower apparent
cataract grades, of 2.5 and 3.5, compared to those for the
493-day-old WT lens (Fig. 1). The Cryab-R120G-Het lenses,
aged 402 days had slightly lower apparent cataract grad-
ings (both had an apparent grading of 3.5) compared to
the WT lens (Fig. 1) whereas the Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses,
aged 449 days, were both almost opaque and had appar-
ent cataract gradings of 4 (Fig. 1). It should be noted that
although slit lamp settings were constant for all measure-
ments, illumination appears brighter where there is greater
opacification because this causes a greater degree of light
scatter in such lenses compared to lenses that are more trans-
parent.

The GRIN profiles of WT, Cryaa-R49C, and Cryab-R120G
lenses from whole eyes are seen on Figures 2 to 5. The
WT lenses in Figure 2 show relatively smooth contours and
three-dimensional GRIN profiles for the 255-day-old lens
(Figs. 2a, 2d). Central contours are regular in the lens aged
493 days but there are irregularities in the outer contours
in the anterior (a) and posterior (p) polar regions (as indi-
cated by the red arrows). This indicates a localized steep-
ening of the GRIN and therefore a higher protein density
in that region (Figs. 2b, 2e). This would cause disturbance
in the refraction of light leading to increase in light scatter
and would explain the high grade of opacification seen in
the slit lamp image of this lens (Fig. 1). The oldest lens also
has irregular peripheral contours, particularly in the anterior
polar region (as indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 2c) and a
compacting of the contours that could indicate a slight steep-
ening of the GRIN profile in this region. The lower apparent
grade of cataract in this lens compared to the 493-day-old
lens (Fig. 1) may be because the disturbances to the GRIN
profile are more localized and, hence, the light scatter is less
diffuse than in the 493-day-old lens. There is also a widen-
ing of the nuclear, peak refractive index region, with age,
as seen in Figure 2; the diameter of the innermost contour
increases from 0.63 mm at 255 days old to 0.82 mm at 738
days old).

The three-dimensional GRIN profiles and refractive index
contours show that Cryaa-R49C heterozygous (Het) lenses
had slightly more irregularly shaped contours in the center
and noticeably greater disturbances of peripheral contours
in the polar regions (Figs. 3b, 3e and 3c, 3f) compared to
the WT lens (Figs. 3a, 3d). The apparent cataract grades
for these lenses were 2.5, and 3.5, respectively (Fig. 1).
Although the WT lens had a higher grading, the Cryaa-R49C-
Het lenses had more discrete localized opacities that are
manifested in greater disturbances in the refractive index
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FIGURE 1. Slit lamp images of eyes from mice of different genotypes. Representative slit lamp images show the extent of lens opacity in WT
lenses aged (a) 255 days, (b) 493 days, and (c) 738 days with apparent cataract gradings of 1.0, 4.0, and 3.0, respectively. The 493-day-old
WT lens is compared in d with 416-day-old Cryaa-R49C-Het lenses (e and f); both had lower apparent cataract gradings than the WT
493-day-old lens. The 493-day-old WT lens is compared in g with 402-day-old Cryab-R120G-Het lenses (h and i) and in j with 449-day-old
Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses (k and l). The apparent cataract gradings for the Cryab-R120G-Het lenses were lower than in the WT lens; the
Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses were very opacified and had the same apparent grading as the WT lens. Images shown are of OS (a, b, d, g, h, i,
k, j) and OD (c, e, f, l) lenses. The nasal side is on the left side of the image in OS lenses and on the right side of the image in OD lenses.

profiles. There are few notable distinctions between the
GRIN profiles and refractive index contours in the Cryab-
R120G-Het lenses (Figs. 4b, 4e and 4c, 4f) compared to those
of the WT lens (Figs. 4a, 4d) with only slightly greater distur-
bances of refractive index in the peripheral regions of the
mutant lenses (as indicated by arrows) in Figs. 4b and c.
The apparent cataract grading was slightly higher for the
WT (grade 4.0) than for the mutant lenses (grade 3.5) as
seen in Figure 1.

Although the apparent cataract grading of the slit lamp
images was the same in the 493-day-old WT lens and the 449-
day-old Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses (Fig. 1), the latter were
more opaque. The significant light scatter in the WT lens
appeared to be from the periphery of the lens; the opaci-
fication in the mutant lenses was from deeper layers. This
is seen in the contour plots and three-dimensional GRIN
profiles in Figure 5. The mutant lenses have very distorted
and narrow contour plots that are not concentric but skewed
and misshapen with localized disturbances in the refractive
index indicative of protein aggregates (indicated by arrows
in Figs. 5b, 5e and 5c, 5f). The three-dimensional profiles
show the narrowing of the refractive index profile clearly as
steep forms with sharp ridges on the surface (indicated by
arrows in Figs. 5e and 5f).

Effects of VP1-001 Treatment on Refractive Index
and Transparency

The effect of VP1-001 treatment on transparency of the lens
is seen in Figure 6, which shows slit lamp images of lenses
after treatment contralaterally with either vehicle or VP1-
001. The pairs shown include a WT lens aged 270 days,
(A), Cryaa-R49C-Het lens aged 186 days (B), Cryab-R120G-
Het aged 402 days (C), and Cryab-R120G-Hom mouse lenses
aged 185 days (D). In all pairs there was a greater level of
transparency in the VP1-001-treated lens. The comparatively
high level of brightness seen in the Cryab-R120G-Hom OS,
vehicle treated lens, is likely to result from significant light
scatter that is seen when light is projected to regions of
refractive index fluctuation. Some of the lens images appear
slightly reduced in size and this could be because the posi-
tion of the mouse eye may have moved slightly during the
measurement. Apparent cataract grades of all treated mice
are shown in the Table and are higher in all vehicle treated
lenses compared to their respective VP1-001–treated coun-
terparts.

Nine additional mice (WT n = 5, Cryaa-R49C-Het n = 2,
and Cryab-R120G-Hom n = 2) with no VP1-001 or vehicle
treatment were subjected to slit-lamp analysis with results
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of refractive index profiles in WT lenses with age. Refractive index distributions in the mid-sagittal cross-sectional
plane of each WT mouse lens shown both as contour plots (first row) and as three-dimensional GRIN profiles (second row) for lenses aged
255 days (a, d) [ID 1378-3 Supplementary Table S1], 493 days (b, e) [ID 1078-4 Supplementary Table S1] and 738 days (c, f) [ID 1170-5
Supplementary Table S1]. Magnitudes of refractive index are indicated using color bar on the right side of each image. Slight disturbances
at the poles of the 255-day-old WT lens, shown by arrows (a) are likely to be capsular damage. The arrows in b show irregularities in
peripheral contours in the polar regions of the 493-day-old lens; the arrows in c show perturbed contours near the anterior pole with
slighter perturbation at the posterior pole. The maximum refractive index found in the innermost contour is 1.54; adjacent contours differ
in refractive index by a value of 0.01. WT = wild type, d = day, F = female, M = male, a = anterior pole, p=posterior pole, LD = lens
diameter, ND = diameter of the innermost contour.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of refractive index profiles between WT lens and Cryaa-R49C-Het lenses. Refractive index distributions in the mid-
sagittal cross-sectional plane of each mouse lens shown both as contour plots (first row) and as 3-dimensional GRIN profiles (second
row) for a 493-day-old WT lens (a, d) [ID 1078-4 Supplementary Table S1], and two 416-day-old Cryaa-R49C-Het lenses (b, e [ID 1310-2
Supplementary Table S1] and (c, f) [ID 1311-5 Supplementary Table S1]. Magnitudes of refractive index are indicated by the color bar on
the right side of each image. Slight disturbances, shown by arrows, are seen at the poles of the WT lens (a) and could be a manifestation
of age-related changes. Arrows in b and c indicate significant disturbances in the refractive index gradient in the polar regions. WT = wild
type, d = day, F = female, M = male, a = anterior pole, p = posterior pole.
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of refractive index profiles between WT lens and Cryab-R120G-Het lenses. Refractive index distributions in the mid-
sagittal cross-sectional plane of each mouse lens shown both as contour plots (first row) and as three-dimensional GRIN profiles (second
row) for a 493-day-old WT lens (a, d) [ID 1078-4 Supplementary Table S1], and two 402-day-old Cryab-R120G-Het lenses (b, e) [ID 1145-1
Supplementary Table S1], and (c, f) [ID 1144-6 Supplementary Table S1]. Magnitudes of refractive index are indicated using color bar on
the right side of each image. Slight disturbances, shown by arrows, are seen at the poles of the WT lens (a) and could be a manifestation
of age-related changes. Arrows in b and c indicate greater disturbances of refractive index gradient in the anterior polar regions than seen
in the WT lens (a). This is particularly evident in c. WT = wild type, d = day, F = female, M = male, a = anterior pole, p = posterior pole.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of refractive index profiles between WT lens and Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses. Refractive index distributions in the
mid-sagittal cross-sectional plane of each mouse lens shown both as contour plots (first row) and as three-dimensional GRIN profiles (second
row) for a 493-day-old WT lens (a, d) [ID 1078-4 Supplementary Table S1], and two 449-day-old Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses (b, e) [ID 905-3
Supplementary Table S1] and (c, f) [ID 906-8 Supplementary Table S1]. Magnitudes of refractive index are indicated using color bar on the
right side of each image. Slight disturbances, shown by arrows, are seen at the poles of the WT lens (a) and could be a manifestation of
age-related changes. The refractive index contours in the old Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses are narrow, not concentric and misshapen (b and c).
Arrows show disturbances in refractive index indicative of localized high protein concentration (b,e and c,f). The three-dimensional profiles
(e and f) are narrow and steep with ridges (shown by arrows) on the surface. WT = wild type, d = day, F = female, M = male, a = anterior
pole, p = posterior pole.
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FIGURE 6. Slit lamp images of eyes from mice of different genotypes. Representative slit lamp images show the comparison between vehicle-
treated (left) lenses and VP1-001-treated (right) lenses in (A) WT lens pair aged 270 days, (B) Cryaa-R49C-Het lens pair aged 186 days,
(C) Cryab-R120G-Het lens pair aged 402 days, and (D) Cryab-R120G-Hom lens pair aged 185 days. (The nasal side is on the left side of the
image in OS [vehicle] lenses and on the right side of the image in OD [VP1-001] lenses).

shown in Supplementary Table S2. Data for these untreated
mice were included to ascertain if there were any effects
of eye drop treatment on apparent cataract grade or refrac-
tive index profiles. A comparison between refractive index
profiles from WT mice of comparatively matched ages that
had been treated with either vehicle or VP1-001 (Figs. 7b
and 7d) and those that had not been treated (controls)
(Figs. 7a and 7c) is shown in Figure 7. The control lens
pair in Figure 7a had a relatively low apparent grading of
opacification (Supplementary Table S2), and yet there are
disruptions seen in the peripheral regions that are likely to
be indicative of capsular damage that occurred after the slit-
lamp images were taken. The other control pair (Fig. 7c) also
had a moderately low grading (Supplementary Table S2) and
smooth GRIN contours and three-dimensional profiles with
a slight disturbance at the anterior pole in the OD WT lens
(as marked by the arrow in Fig. 7c). Marked differences are
seen in the two treated pairs of lenses (Figs. 7b and 7d), in
both pairs the vehicle-treated lenses have disturbances in the
refractive index form (as noted by arrows) whilst the corre-
sponding VP1-001 lenses have regularly spaced, undisturbed
contours and smooth 3-dimensional profiles. This concurs
with the apparent gradings of opacification seen in the Table
which show higher grading in the vehicle treated compared
to the VP1-001–treated lenses.

All four Cryaa-R49C-Het mice showed an improvement in
apparent cataract grade by at least grade 1.0 after VP1-001
treatment (mean apparent cataract grade vehicle vs. VP1-
001 was 3.1 vs. 1.1) (Table). Differences are also found in
the refractive index profiles (Fig. 8). The disturbances in the

refractive index contours and in the three-dimensional plots
seen in the anterior pole of the vehicle treated Cryaa-R49C-
Het lens are slightly reduced in its VP1-001–treated counter-
part (Fig. 8a). Similar results are demonstrated for the Cryab-
R120G lenses (Fig. 8b). All three Cryab-R120G-Het mouse
lenses showed a decrease in apparent cataract grade of 1.0
or more with VP1-001 treatment (mean apparent cataract
grade vehicle vs.VP1-001 was 3.5 vs. 2.0) (Table).

Three of the 11 Cryab-R120G-Hom mice (27%) exhib-
ited lower apparent cataract grades with VP1-001 treatment
(Table). Results vary when considering the GRIN profiles
(Fig. 9). Lenses that do not manifest changes in GRIN profiles
between VP1-001 treatment and treatment with vehicle are
shown in Figures 9a, 9c, and 9e, whereas lenses that demon-
strate significantly improved GRIN profiles and contour plots
after treatment with VP1-001 compared to their partner
lenses treated with vehicle are shown in Figures 9b, 9d, 9f.
This is most evident in Figure 9b where the GRIN profile in
the vehicle treated lens is smaller with a sharper peak and
refractive index contours are less regular than seen in its
partner VP1-001–treated lens. More subtle changes are seen
in the lens pair in Figure 9d with more irregular spreading
of contours (as indicated by the arrows in the vehicle-treated
lens) than in the VP1-001 lens. In Figure 9f, there is a notice-
able difference between the lens pair: the vehicle treated lens
shows localized spots of high refractive index, evident in the
3-dimensional GRIN profile and in the contour plots; this is
not seen in the lens treated with VP1-001. Overall, 61% of
the 26 mice of all genotypes treated with VP1-001 in one eye
showed an improvement in the refractive index profiles.
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of refractive index profiles between control and treated eyes of similar ages. Refractive index distributions shown as
contour plots in the mid-sagittal cross-sectional plane and as three-dimensional GRIN profiles in control lenses from mice that had not been
treated with either vehicle or VP1-001 aged (a) 255 days [ID 1378-3 Supplementary Table S1] and (c) 415 days [ID 938-1 Supplementary Table
S1] and in lenses from mice treated with vehicle in the OS eye and with VP1-001 in the OD eye aged (b) 270 days [ID 1210-3 Supplementary
Table S1] and (d) 493 days [ID 1077-3 Supplementary Table S1]. The contour plots and three-dimensional profiles are generally indicative of
normal optical function with show slight disturbances (marked by arrows) in the polar regions of the 255-day-old WT lens (a) that could be
a manifestation of capsular damage. There is a slight disturbance to the refractive index in the anterior pole of the 415-day-old OD lens as
marked by the arrows in the contour plot and the three-dimensional profile (c). The treated pairs b and d show some small irregularities in
the polar regions (marked by arrows on the contour plots) in the vehicle treated lenses; these irregularities are not apparent in the lenses
treated with VP1-001 (b and d). a = anterior pole, p = posterior pole.

DISCUSSION

Age-related damage or mutations of the lens chaperone
proteins αA- and αB-crystallin lead to their destabiliza-
tion and aggregation, which culminate in cataract forma-
tion. The Cryab-R120G mutation is associated with human
lens cataracts and myopathy in juveniles, and the Cryaa-
R49C mutation is linked with early-onset human hereditary
cataracts. Using knock-in mice that express Cryab-R120G or
Cryaa-R49C mutations associated with human cataracts, we
previously analyzed the in vivo substrates of these molecu-
lar chaperones in the lens by proteomics, examined the tran-
scriptome changes in lenses associated with cataract devel-
opment, and developed strategies to reduce lens opacifica-

tion using small molecules in vivo.6,37,45,46 However, before
the current study, the effects of α-crystallin mutations on
refractive index gradients in lenses have not been compared
with those in WT lenses. Our previous work showed that
VP1-001 treatment of mouse eyes in vivo reduces lens opac-
ity grade and increases the proportion of soluble protein in
the mouse lenses.37,39 The effect of VP1-001 treatment on
refractive index measurement by X-ray phase tomography
has not previously been investigated. The refractive index
contours revealed by this method provide additional infor-
mation beyond that provided by slit lamp biomicroscopy,
allow more detailed visualization of areas affected by Cryaa
and Cryab mutations and indicate, for the first time, poten-
tial mechanisms by which VP1-001 may improve the optics
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TABLE. Apparent Cataract Grades of Mice of Different Genotypes and Ages Used for In Vivo Eye Drop Administration With Vehicle or
VP1-001

Apparent Cataract Grade

Genotype Mouse ID Age (Days) Gender OS (Vehicle) OD (VP1-001)

WT
1209-7 269 M 3 1.5
1210-3 270 F 3 1
1211-4 270 F 2 0
1076-1 493 F 2.5 1
1077-3 493 F 3 1.5
1078-4 493 F 3 1
1079-6 493 F 2.5 0.5
1080-7 493 F 3.5 2

Cryaa-R49C-Het
1235-2 186 F 3.5 1.5
1236-4 186 F 2.5 0.5
1237-7 186 F 3.5 1.5
1238-1 186 M 3 1

Cryab-R120G-Het
1144-6 402 M 3.5 2.5
1145-1 402 F 3.5 1.5
1146-3 402 F 3.5 2

Cryab-R120G-Hom
1226-5 185 F 2.5 2
1231-4 185 F 4 2
1233-3 185 M 3 2.5
1212-1 260 F 4 3.5
1213-3 260 F 3.5 2.5
1214-5 260 F 3.5 2.5
1215-2 260 M 3 2
1216-4 260 M 3.5 3
1219-4 262 F 3.5 3
1204-2 323 F 4 3.5
1150-4 380 F 4 3

FIGURE 8. Refractive index profiles in Cryaa-R49C-Het eyes and Cryab-R120G-Het lenses. Refractive index distributions shown as contour
plots in the mid-sagittal cross-sectional plane and as three-dimensional profiles in lenses from mice treated with vehicle in the OS eye and
with VP1-001 in the OD eye: (a) Cryaa-R49C-Het mouse aged 186-days [ID 1237-7 Supplementary Table S1] and (b) Cryab-R120G-Het aged
402-days [ID 1144-6 Supplementary Table S1]. The polar regions of both vehicle treated lenses have small disturbances to the refractive
index profile (indicated by arrows); these are slightly reduced in the VP1-001–treated lenses (indicated by arrows). a = anterior pole, p =
posterior pole.
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FIGURE 9. Refractive index profiles in Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses. Refractive index distributions shown as contour plots in the mid-sagittal
cross-sectional plane and as 3-dimensional profiles in lenses in Cryab-R120G-Hom mouse treated with vehicle in the OS eye and with
VP1-001 in the OD eye at (a, c, d, e) 260 days old [a: ID 1216-4, Supplementary Table S1; c: ID 1213-3 Supplementary Table S1; d:ID
1212-1 Supplementary Table S1], (b) 185 days old [ID 1231-4 Supplementary Table S1], and (f) 380 days old [ID 1150-4 Supplementary
Table S1]. In the 260-day-old lenses (a, c, e) the refractive index profiles are skewed, and there is little if any difference between vehicle
or VP1-001–treated lenses. Some small differences between lenses in the pair seen in (d) are apparent with irregularities in the refractive
index contours in vehicle treated lens (indicated by the arrows) which are not present in the corresponding VP1-001–treated lens. There
are greater differences evident in the 185-day-old (b) and 380-day-old lens pairs (f). In b the vehicle-treated 185-day-old lens has a narrow
and asymmetric profile with a relatively sharp peak, an indentation in the contours and in the GRIN profile in the posterior polar region
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(indicated by arrows), protruding contours and slight distortion in the GRIN profile in the anterior polar region (indicated by arrows).
These are not seen in the VP1-001–treated lens (b) which manifests a profile closer in breadth to normal lenses, more regular contours. The
380-day-old lens in f shows localized peaks in refractive index indicative of protein aggregation in the vehicle-treated lens (indicated by
arrows) that are not seen in the VP1-001–treated lens. a = anterior pole, p = posterior pole.

of the lens and hence clarity of vision. Detecting α-crystallin
mutation-induced structural features by X-ray phase tomog-
raphy could aid in the diagnosis, prognosis, or treatment of
cataracts.

Several important aspects of the present study require
further discussion. Identifying possible correlations of
apparent cataract score with some of the refractive index
profiles is critical yet there cannot be an expectation of a
direct relationship between cataract grade from slit lamp
images and refractive index. The slit lamp illuminates a
section of the lens and if the traversing light encounters
protein aggregates or other disturbances that cause refrac-
tive index fluctuations and hence light scatter, the lens will
appear to be opacified. This can result in a relatively high
cataract grading even if the aggregates are small and local-
ized and the rest of the lens is not opacified; such a lens can
have a relatively unperturbed refractive index profile. This
would explain why there are differences in some of the slit-
lamp images and the refractive index measurements such
as observed when comparing WT lenses aged 493 and 738
days in Figures 1 and 2 and comparing the WT lens aged 493
days and the Cryaa-R49C-Het lenses in Figures 1 and 3. It
should also be noted that with a slit-lamp examination, the
observer only sees the light that is back-scattered and not the
refracted image-forming light that reaches the retina. Quan-
tification of the slit-lamp image using densitometric analysis
can provide a more accurate grading.47 However, a slit lamp
image does not yield direct information about what the eye
sees or how distorted the image may be on the retina. The
refractive index profiles, conversely, do give an indication
of the overall optics of the lens, showing regions through
which light will be refracted and regions where light may
be scattered. The refractive index measurements using X-
ray phase tomography based on X-ray Talbot interferometry,
the most accurate method currently available for measur-
ing the refractive index of intact lenses48 provide a detailed
analysis of subtle fluctuations in protein concentrations and
lens protein gradients, which are not detected by slit lamp
images. Importantly, this technique allows for the quanti-
tation of the refractive index and protein density distribu-
tions across the eye lens, as previously demonstrated in the
murine lens.32,35 Hence, although complementary in nature,
comparing the results of these two methods on the same
tissue cannot be expected to provide direct correspondence
in all cases.

This notwithstanding, there is some consistency between
refractive index measurements and slit lamp images in the
results from mutant lenses. In the case of Cryab-R120G
mutant lenses, changes in the lens periphery with light
microscopy15 correlated with changes in refractive index
profiles found in the present study (Fig. 4). There was
also evidence of correlation between slit lamp findings and
refractive index measurements in lenses treated with VP1-
001 and vehicle. Apparent cataract gradings from slit lamp
images were, in all cases, lower in mice treated with VP1-
001 compared to vehicle treated lens in the same pair
(Table). This correlates with refractive index measurements
in WT lenses of mice treated with VP1-001 which were

less disturbed than in lenses treated with vehicle (Figs. 7b
and 7d). The same was seen for Cryaa-R49C and Cryab-
R120G heterozygous pairs (Fig. 8) and for some of the
Cryab-R120G homozygous pairs (Fig. 9). It could be that
newly differentiated lens fiber cells, which emerged during
the course of VP1-001 treatment, adopt a normal structure
and are overlaid on deformed cells or it could be indica-
tive of an interaction between VP1-001 and lens fiber cells
that restores structure for proper optical function. Such an
interaction requires further investigation given the findings
of Daszynski et al.,49 whose crystallin solubility, molecular
modeling, and docking studies did not show that oxysterols
bind crystallin aggregates to reverse cataracts.49 The distur-
bances in outer regions of the GRIN (Figs. 5c, 5f, 9f) that are
decreased in lenses treated by VP1-001 (Fig. 9f) are likely
to result from abnormalities in cellular modeling or other
damage that cause localized spots of high protein density in
these layers, rather than from protein aggregation such as
seen in older lenses and central regions of the lens.

The other important entity for lens transparency and for
a viable GRIN is water and more specifically, the regula-
tion of its transport by aquaporins.50,51 Water permeability of
the most abundant of the aquaporins in the lens, aquaporin
0, is modified by lipid composition of the cell membrane
bilayer.52 Oxysterols are involved in cholesterol homeosta-
sis and enzymatically produced side-chain oxysterols, have
been shown to increase permeability of membranes.53 It
is plausible that the oxysterol VP1-001 could have inter-
acted with aquaporin 0 in mutant lenses to alter membrane
permeability and localized protein/water ratio and thereby
improved the GRIN profile. Cataracts have been found to
start from local disturbances to cell membranes;54 any rever-
sal of the process would likely be most effective if it occurred
at the site of cataract formation (i.e., at or close to the
membranes).

Cryab-R120G lenses, which are a model for human
cataracts and myopathy, exhibited the greatest irregulari-
ties in their profiles surrounding the lens periphery partic-
ularly in the Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses. The profile peaks
in lens nuclei represent tissue that has been laid down
in early gestation, and the profile shapes in Figures 5b
and 5e suggest that protein concentration may not be evenly
distributed along the fiber cells. Deviations from a smooth
GRIN were also seen in some profiles. These features suggest
possible changes in the growth rate of the lens or in the
complement of proteins laid down in the cells of the regions
where these irregularities are found, which may represent
different protein densities that have been labelled as zones
of discontinuity.55 Thus far, these zones have only been
observed in lenses in the living human eyes. Although zones
of discontinuity do not affect refraction or impair vision,
they may indicate important stages in the growth and devel-
opment of the lens33 and therefore require further inves-
tigation. The most marked differences in the optics of the
lens were seen in the Cryab-R120G-Hom lenses with VP1-
001 treatment compared to their vehicle treated counterparts
(Figs. 9b and 9f). The former manifested more regular refrac-
tive index profiles than the latter and this corresponded
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to the results from slit lamp gradings (Table). Yet, whilst
this mutant strain had the greatest response to VP1-001
treatment, not all lens pairs showed a difference between
the VP1-001 and vehicle treated lenses. Given that the
compounds were administered on the ocular surface, there
may have been differences in uptake and the possibility that
in some eyes the compound may have been diluted or even
washed out by the tear layer.

In conclusion, X-ray phase tomography based on X-
ray Talbot interferometry can distinguish subtle fluctuations
in GRIN profiles in Cryaa-R49C and Cryab-R120G mutant
lenses that other methods have been unable to detect. X-
ray phase tomography can distinguish therapeutic changes
induced by VP1-001 revealed by other methods using visi-
ble light, such as slit lamp biomicroscopy, and can localize
these changes with greater precision. This advanced tech-
nique can provide very useful information about growth and
development of the lens in the presence of a mutant chap-
erone protein, as well as offering future insights into their
roles in other tissues, such as cardiac and skeletal muscle,
where αB-crystallin is expressed. Future application should
also include investigations into multilamellar bodies which
have been found, from ultrastructural studies, in nuclei of
normal lenses as well as in those with nuclear cataract with
higher frequency in the latter.56–58 These spherical entities,
with multiple layers of lipid-rich membranes, vary from 1-
4 microns in diameter56–58 and, although relatively rare in
frequency, are considered to be responsible for substan-
tial proportion of light scattering in older and cataractous
lenses because they create localized refractive index fluc-
tuations.56–58 Such insights will, in turn, advance knowl-
edge about lens ultrastructure, biological function and opti-
cal performance and what may alter with other known crys-
tallin mutations,42 and water transport and could ultimately
aid in the design of drugs to delay or inhibit cataract devel-
opment.
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